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Learning objectives

By the end of this lecture you will be able to:

• derive the finite element method to solve Poisson’s equation,

• implement a finite element method to solve for the potential flow
around an object.
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Getting started...

Switch Host & Client today!

$ git pull
$ make update
$ cmake .
$ make template_class18_fluids
$ cmake .

Compiling and running the exercise:

$ make class18_fluids

Compiling and running the solution (after class):

$ make class18_fluids_sol
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Model problem
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Implementing the finite-element method.

1. Initialize a sparse matrix: call this K .
2. Loop through every triangle k in the mesh:

a. Calculate the 2x2 Jacobian of triangle k which has vertex coordinates xκ,1, xκ,2, xκ,3:

Jκ =
[

(xκ,2 – xκ,1) (xκ,3 – xκ,1)
(yκ,2 – yκ,1) (yκ,3 – yκ,1)

]
(1)

b. Calculate the 2x2 inverse of the Jacobian: J–1
κ .

c. Calculate the 3x2 matrix representing the gradient of ψ: G = ∇ξψ J–1
κ .

d. Calculate the 3x3 matrix: M = 1
2 GGT det(Jκ).

e. Place the coefficients of M into K . The indices of where these should be placed into K correspond to the
first, second and third vertex indices of the triangle.

3. Initialize a vector b with a size equal to the number of vertices in the mesh.
4. Loop through every edge e on the boundary of the mesh:

a. If this is not an edge on the inflow or outflow boundaries, continue.
b. Calculate the length of the edge `.
c. Calculate the term: r = 1

2 U∞` - be careful with the sign! The normal vector points out of the domain.
This term is negative for inflow boundaries and positive for outflow boundaries.

d. Add r to the current value of b at the two vertex indices of the edge.
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Solution over a NACA 4412 airfoil
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Solution over a NACA 4412 airfoil
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Rest of class time to work on Final Project.
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